
#33 Dun  Withdrawal  
 
Progression:  
   Zhu Xi observes that in most other hexagrams, the first line stands at the beginning as a 
situation develops, but only in Dun is First Yin left at the tail end of something that has 
already unfolded. Some people have already made considerable strides going off to make 
a life for themselves outside of the power structure. First Yin is on the tail end of this 
effort, and is just now preparing herself. She can barely imagine where those before her 
might have gone. A reclusive life tends to leave the individual vulnerable, so Line Two 
works for cohesion among people who are withdrawing. She demonstrates that ties can 
be formed for mutual support, and begins to form a network of would-be recluses. Third 
Yang carries this act of forming ties further, but eventually this obstructs his freedom of 
movement. If he is going to associate with people, he needs to set clear boundaries and 
either serve or lead. Perhaps he will not get to withdraw at all. Fourth Yang focuses on 
breaking the sticky ties he once comforted himself with; he bides his time while trying to 
withdraw. Fifth Yang sets an admirable tone for withdrawal; his example makes 
seclusion something that others aspire to. Top Yang goes into areas of freedom the rest of 
us can only imagine.  
   This hexagram represents a messy and somewhat ironic social construct. Everyone is 
trying to escape social limitations and few of them can do it. But the effort sets up vectors 
of movement within the inertia-bound society. Human masses are like surging waves 
engaged in mass flight down the riverbed of history. So many people in the flood want to 
escape threat of death and domination. But only a few drops of spray are hurled toward 
true spiritual singularity. Many particular movements toward autonomy actually settle 
into platforms for new orthodoxy (like the pilgrims coming to Plymouth Rock). Some 
people’s bid for escape doesn’t get beyond Line Two or Three---making bonds that will 
supposedly support their emergence later. Some people perform a desperate drama of 
self-extrication, but they only reach a space that is negatively defined by what they fled. 
The whole enterprise of human escape from bondage acts on different levels at the same 
time. What seems like escape for some may lead to worse bondage later. But while this 
goes on, genuine emergence may be happening at some levels for certain people  
 
Xingqing:  
   Beyond the structural confines of our social lives, we hear a call of freedom. Because 
we sense that possibility, we may use the structure’s resources to strengthen and prepare 



ourselves for going outside it. This hexagram is about what we do from within the 
structure that is directed toward getting outside of it. What we do will decide 
our chances once we do emerge. Also, those who have gotten partly outside must be 
careful how they relate with those still within. There is a history of relatedness that 
cannot be denied and should not be broken roughly. Unless we have a rounded 
understanding of the dynamic toward getting outside, the concerns of outsiders and the 
institution-bound will be split like night and day.  
 
Centrality: 
   First Yin says, “I am only at the tail of the great effort toward escape Think how far 
some have gone! What dangers face me before I can close that gap!” Her visions are a 
kind of withdrawal-in-place, but they are far from true emergence. The more One 
imagines the lives of the great hermits, the further behind she falls. Second Yin forgoes 
these admiring visions to concentrate on building a support network: without these, true 
emergence would be impossible. Two must often build problematically on values and 
resources that are acceptable within the structure. Three gets so involved building this 
network that he is in danger of being swallowed by relationships and losing orientation to 
the ideal. His relationships are more complex, but he could benefit from Two’s clarity of 
focus: what are these relationships tied to? Fourth is focused on extricating himself from 
comforts that sustained him within the structure. He can learn something from Five, who 
doesn’t vacillate over fond ties vs. autonomy. Five harmonizes his emergent orientation 
with the sustenance he gets and gives. The best thing he achieves is a supporting 
condition so that Six has nothing holding him back, and can find full freedom. 
 


